Roper riding lawn mower

There are two main reasons why you may need Roper replacement parts: damage and wear. If
you are mowing your lawn on a daily basis, but only recently have faced with the problem of its
performance, you will surely need genuine quality Roper repair parts for fixing and ensuring its
smooth performance again. H and H Lawncare Equipment is here to offer you a wide selection
of original Roper mower parts to help you perform necessary repair jobs quickly and easily.
Frankly speaking, finding the best lawn mower is not enough if you want to have a machine that
can do the work you require. Proper maintenance as well as timely tune-up and repair is the key
to success. As Roper is dedicated to support outdoor power equipment needs of homeowners,
you can expect top-notch performance and reliability from any Roper products including Roper
repair parts. Some Roper mower parts need to be replaced after normal amounts of wear and
tear. At LawnMowerPros. Whether you need blades, electrical parts, pulleys, mufflers, tires or
any other Roper parts, make your order online and you may be confident to receive necessary
Roper lawn mower parts delivered right to your door. No matter how reliable your lawn mower
is, sometimes you need to do regular maintenance, so it's good to know that there is a place on
the Web where you can easily find necessary Roper lawn mower parts without any hassles. H
and H Lawncare Equipment can be your only online destination to find genuine Roper parts that
are of the highest quality while being affordably priced at the same time. Shopping cart. Lawn
Mower Parts and Equipment Since ! DIY Blog. Home Roper Parts. We carry a large selection of
Roper Lawn Mower Parts available online and ready to ship direct to your door. Our online
catalog has a large selection of Roper Parts ready to ship to your door. Roper Bearings and
Bushings. Roper Belts. Roper Blades. Roper Electrical Parts. Roper Engine Parts. Roper Fuel
Line. Roper Hour Meters. Roper Idlers and Pulleys. Roper Mufflers. Roper Spark Plugs. Roper
Spindle Assemblies. Roper Starter Rope. Roper Throttle Controls - Cables - Accessories. Roper
Tires and Wheels. Roper Tools. Top Briggs and Stratton Engines. Trimmer Line. Get Help!
Recommend This Page. Tell a Friend "Two Oregon 9" edger blades. Could not be found locally
in South Florida. Thanks for having them at a great price. A very easy transaction. Would
recommend Lawnmowerpros. Thanks again," - David B. A reliable seller" - Tony "Thank you so
much. It's rare to find good service like this. I appreciate it. Your kind of service is exceptional! I
waited over 4 months for my local repair shop to get the part and they ended up with the wrong
one. Next time I will do it myself. Your Riding Mowers equipment has a factory model number
and serial number on a sticker-like label or metallic tag attached to the unit in a place away from
moving parts usually near the handle, under the seat, or on the side of the unit. The best way to
buy repair parts for your Riding Mowers is to begin by searching for your Riding Mowers model
number on PartsTree and use the OEM Riding Mowers parts diagrams to find the parts that fit
exactly like the originals from the factory. When you locate your Riding Mowers model tag, take
a picture for future repair parts needs. Note: To buy engine parts for your Riding Mowers , like
an air filter, oil filter, fuel filter, spark plug, tune-up kit, or carburetor parts, you will likely need to
search separately on PartsTree for your engine model. On Riding Mowers equipment, the
engine model and specification "spec" numbers, as well as serial number and sometimes type
and code, are often stamped above the muffler, by the spark plug, or near the overhead valve
cover. PartsTree All Rights Reserved. Weather Notice: Shipments may be delayed due to
inclement weather. Click here for more information. There are no items in your default
Equipment list. Search by Part. There are no items in your Shopping Cart. View Shopping Cart
Checkout Now. Need help finding your Riding Mowers model number? What do Riding Mowers
model tags look like? Need more help? Proudly Accepting:. Follow us on:. Forum Rules. Home
Forums Reviews Articles Store. Homepage Today's Posts Search Register. Forgot your
Password? Sign Up. Remember Me? Results 1 to 5 of 5. I've been looking for a project mower to
tinker with for a while and been looking at the older JD mowers But anything I'd find at the
salvage yards were picked apart missing one thing or another, so a couple days ago I found this
16 hp twin Roper from another site that I am member on, the Roper is all complete but in need of
much restoring, it even has with it a rotary tiller that hooks to the rear and runs by belt, I
thought this to be interesting as I never have seen a Mower like this, It is built In USA although I
cannot find any information indicating the year made or how to use the tiller attachment, Just
wondering if anyone had any idea of where to look for info? Reply With Quote. Re: anyone
Know anything about the Roper Riding Mowers? At one time Sears mowers were rebranded
Ropers. Originally Posted by n. Last edited by deepNdirt; at PM. I think Roper and Huskavarna
had a connection during it's last years. Perhaps Husky boyght the name? Similar Threads
Diesel riding mowers to power Splitter. Replies: 7 Last Post: , AM. I need advice! Replies: 4 Last
Post: , AM. Does JD make riding mowers? Replies: 6 Last Post: , PM. Finishing Mowers By
luoisz in forum Attachments. Replies: 13 Last Post: , AM. Replies: 9 Last Post: , PM. All times
are GMT The time now is PM. Other trademarks on this page are the property of their respective
owners. Since it is rumored that Craftsman has redesigned all of their tractors for , now is a

good time to do a recap of the line. That would take a book and the pictures are much more
interesting. The company itself has gone through many owners and is currently part of
Husqvarna. The production facility is located in Orangeburg, SC. The basic design of the Sears
garden tractors can be traced back to the original David Bradley tractors. In Sears started
selling a 4 wheel garden tractor called the David Bradley Suburban. In Roper Corporation
acquired the David Bradley plant. Electrolux acquired Roper sometime around and the
manufacturing was moved to Orangeburg, SC. The name was changed to Husqvarna Group.
The tractors are still made in the U. The Suburban tractor was introduced in as a David Bradley
and evolved over the next six years into iconic Sears Suburban tractor. The Suburban had one
of the widest arrays of implements of all the garden tractors. The Suburban was available over
the years with engines of horse power ratings from 10 to The Custom tractor made it
appearance in and was available through Customs were not available in or but were available in
; the last year for the Custom series. They were the little brothers of the Suburban tractors.
Some of the early entry level Customs had the designation of Compact. Some were manual start
while others were electric. The and versions sported the ST designation and the Aztec Gold and
White paint like their big brother Suburbans. The Custom tractors could handle the same 3 point
hitch and ground engaging rear implements as the bigger Suburban. Front attachments were
limited to the dozer blade and snow blower. The Custom front axle was flat and lighter duty than
that of the Suburban. On September 16, at am, the ,th tractor rolled off the assembly line at the
Roper Outdoor Products plant. Roper began producing garden tractors in In April, , the ,00th
tractor rolled out of the plant. Just five years later, the count was up to one half million. About
Paul Sikkema Paul Sikkema has been writing about snow blowers, riding mowers, and other
lawn and garden equipment for over 10 years. Paul does most of his writing out in his workshop
where he feeds the wildlife and birds in the yard. He spends as much time with his
granddaughter as he can. This is how I make money to keep this website up and running. Read
more here: How to Support TodaysMower. Hi Robert, I switched website hosting companies and
those pictures disappeared during the transfer. Hi Lamar, I remember that tractor but I would
not have a clue how fast it ran in stock form. I know a few guys who tractor pull with them and
they can get 30 mph! Wow love this article. Later he had a 80s grey boxy which I had to use as
part of my chores. When I bought the house and property in I just replaced the 99 mower this
past year with 2 mowers and The 99 I gave to my neighbor who uses it every weekend to mow.
Notify me of follow-up comments by email. Subscribe to our mailing list and get interesting stuff
and updates to your email inbox. The history of Sears â€” Craftsman Tractors in Pictures: Since
it is rumored that Craftsman has redesigned all of their tractors for , now is a good time to do a
recap of the line. Please Share and Tell Your Friends. Like this: Like Loading Prev Article. Next
Article. About The Author Paul About Paul Sikkema Paul Sikkema has been writing about snow
blowers, riding mowers, and other lawn and garden equipment for over 10 years. What
happened to all the pictures?? Lamar Zim. I got a Roper RT8E tractor. Can you tell me what the
top speed is? Johnstown,ohio Loading Leave a Reply Cancel reply Notify me of follow-up
comments by email. Get more stuff like this from TodaysMower. Sorry, your blog cannot share
posts by email. He is retiring, is selling everything in his lot, and is willing to make deals to clear
it out. He is located in Eugene, OR. Some of us have manged to fall in love with all sorts of
powered machinery in our lives. Like with so many things appliances, etc , today most
consumer riding mowers are made by just a handful of companies. Or this very husky Bolens,
which had a rep for making tough machines. Genuine gear and shaft drive to the rear wheels;
no belts here, except to the mower. Wheel Horse is also a pioneering brand, from at least the
early fifties, when the growth of suburbia opened up a big new market for riding mowers.
Something a bit more modest: a Montgomery Ward 8 hp rider. It looks to have been likely built
by one of the mass-producers of lower end equipment, either MTD or Murray. An Allis Chalmers,
to go along with your big AC farm tractor. I suspect it was built by someone else, a very
common practice in this business; then and now. Lots of John Deeres, including this , a direct
descendent of the first JD garden tractor, the legendary from Kohler engines were used, and
they deserved their rep as being the best of their kind. It was a new-ish suburban hospital, and a
giant expanse of lawn. That did not endear me to the boss. IH beat JD into the garden
equipment market, with their original cub Cadet from The first three years of them had a belt
drive to the transmission, but was then re-engineered to have direct drive, using the
transmission from the larger four-cylinder Cub. Those Cub Cadets had a superb rep too. More
recent John Deeres are Burts mainstay, in terms of sales. A view of more machines, including a
couple of Hondas the two red ones behind the one in front. Pages: 1 2. The Mrs. No hearing
protection or eye protection. There is probably no dead wo man switch in the seat if she falls off
or burns her leg on the hot engine. The good old days before most product liability. How did we
survive with no seat belts in cars and no helmets on bike riders? Maybe she will hit a rock and

launch it at hubby. It also looks like poor Burt may have had some finger parts removed by
mower blades? Cool stuff Paul, Fairbanks Morse also built huge engines for ships and the like.
Saw a cool Ford lawn tractor recently with Flathead V8 power at a vintage machinery show very
cool and very quiet like a Henry should be. Damn found the shot doesnt show the radiator sorry.
The guy who owned was driving it around all day along with lots of prehistoric stuff I couldnt
identify it was a hot day I never saw steam coming out of it. A friend of mine had a deere or that
he bought when he was For the first couple of years he used it as transportation and for its
intended use. He had it all shined up and original when he decided to add a two foot long two
and a half inch stainless stack to it. He has since let it get a bit faded but he gave it too my
eleven year old car guy nephew who is in the middle of restoring it again. The stack is being
retained and is still as awfull IMO as ever but hey at least it still shines. I have a Blair 5 hp riding
mower with hard plastic tires, yoke steering, forward reverse and a clutch for the drive only. I
cannot find any reference to it. Any ideas? Thanks, Fran. It has a lot of grass around I was
wondering it anyone has ever heard of this name brand. The Fairbanks-Morse Opposed-Piston
diesel engines, developed in the s, each had two crankshafts, and each cylinder had two
pistons. They were the power for most US diesel submarines, the backup power for nuclear
submarines, and were used in locomotives, some of which are still in service today. It is still in
production. It was reverse-engineered by the Soviets, but not entirely successfully as some of
their engines had dismal reliability, unlike the real ones! Had one of those liquid cooled Hondas
too for 20 years. Indestructible engine and drive line , but just a so-so cut and way expensive
parts. Great article Paul! Oil starvation is a bitch! Still going strong and pressed into weekly
duty around their 3 acre lawn. My grandpa had one. But I only know that because it says so
right on the side of the tractor in the picture there. It was a very expensive tractor and my
mother hit the roof as it was well over a thousand dollarsâ€¦but what a fine machine it ended up
being. When our problematic Mark III Lincoln conked out a block away from our house in West
Chicago years later, he towed it back home with the Cub Cadet with my mother steering the car.
What amazes me is that he had to pull the car up a pretty steep hill: he said it was no problem
for the tractor. The huge generator black cylinder in the pic is also the starter and I always loved
firing the up. I wish I could scan the pic of me riding on his lap when I was two-ish! My father
may still have the at least I hope he does. He never took care of his equipment and it was in
terrible shape when I last saw it. It came with a non-running or ? That photo was from , btw.
They still held air and did not have any dry rot cracks in them. I was wondering when someone
would notice. I accidentally had it set to video mode, so all my shots from the Iowa trip are
useless videos, mostly of the ground and the inside of my pocket. Maybe I should get a come
kind of really rugged camera, that can stand up to my abuse? Or just get used to the Galaxy?
Drive-by shots are impossible, low light often results in the blurries. Cheap too. For my selfish
CC enjoyment I urge you to go back to real cameras. And my iPhone lets me go to camera mode
right from the lock screen with a swipe. That said, I prefer the S95 day to day. The iPhone lens is
at 28mm I think and so it makes cars look longer than they are. The S95 can quicly be set to
50mm equivalent for better proportioned photos. However, the iPhone fits in my front pants
pocket in a slip case , and so it has become my go-to camera. An entry-level Canon will take fine
outdoors CC shots all day long. Agree on the Canon suggestion. I still use an older SD and it
takes really nice photos. My Android takes terrible pictures by comparison. Interesting story,
Paul, as usual. Paul, I no longer carry a camera; my HTC phone has an incredible camera.
Smartphones can be overwhelming. My avatar was taken and edited with my then new galaxy
s2. I think my phone even has very primitave image stabilization and it seems to work decent
enough as long as the camera limitations arent exceded in low or bright light. I use my iPhone 5
for almost everything but I still own one of the larger, clunkier Lumix cameras for the really fine
work. Local guy was selling a Honda rider last yearâ€¦. Had to pass on it, but very cool none the
less. A picture of the 7hp beast that saved my bacon a few snow storms this winterâ€¦right after
I dug it out of a 15 year storage to move it to my house. The snowblower attachment came in
VERY handy this winter. How do I know? I spent a fair amount of time looking at that on the
Simplicity my parents own. Actually chipped a tooth on the pulley which is on the bottom right
of the pic when the seat closed itself while my head was still in the way, hurt like no other. The
nearside belt is whats used as the clutch for the tractor, the far side is to run the attachments.
Ours had a 2 speed planetary reduction to give an extra set of lower gears that was mounted on
the input to the transaxle. Really durable tractor, able to tow way more then you think it would. I
shot these a few weeks back, and I got mixed up here today. While I have always had more than
an acre to mow I never had a ride on mower until my until when my grandfather passed and left
me his 99 craftsman. So I keep it cracked hood and unfinishplow and all. It still looks just the
same crack in the hood unfinisheded hydraulic snow plow mount he was working on this the
day before he passed and all. Its kinda funny that the battety has never been maintained nor

have I used a maintainer but every spring it starts right up like it was never in hibernation yet
my mothers husbands two year old craftsmant has been through three batterys in its two
yearsâ€¦ all I do is keep its oil and filter and belts changed and replace or sharpen the blades
every year. The steering wheel in the big Ford tractor was the same as the one on the Ford
school bus. Not kidding. Lots of the older lawn and garden tractors had them. Great piece! Dad
then picked up a used M-F 8-horse, which went well, but he traded it on a new 2-cyl Cub Cadet
some years later. I bought a used Honda rider last week â€” and sold my needed-a-starter 12 hp
Craftsman to the guy who sold this thing to me. It is a rear mid? I checked it out and found
nothing resembling oil in the crankcase. He used it for 3 more years before he broke down and
bought a new one. Gravely was one of the first with homeowner-sized walk-behind tractor
pulling a riding sulky if one wanted to take it easy. The IH Cub was much too large for the
acre-and-a-half country home; but the Gravely filled the bill perfectly. Later, in the Studebaker
years, Gravely came out with riding tractors â€” cleverly incorporating the Model L all-gear drive
on a conventional-looking lawn tractor chassis. Those things lasted and lastedâ€¦I worked with
a Model L for years, up until when I got far away enough from home to not be called on to run
the damn thing. Ford had its own brandâ€¦probably made by MTD. Likewise on the
disappointment. Reel mower, rotary mower deck, sickle bar, sulkey and plow. Then, after I left
for college, he got a Wheel Horse lawn tractor. I inherited both, but was never comforable with
the Graveley so I sold the setup off to a collector. Kept the Wheel Horse until when I was hit by a
pickup while snow plowing the driveway. Bent it in half. Much more compact, but also less
torque. A revver. I believe the electric-start models with Kohler had onboard chargers. Mowed
lawns with it, as well as a degree pitched field. Pushed snow with a blade and threw it with a
wicked-looking snowblower. Plowed a garden with the Rotary Plowâ€¦if you knew what you
were doing, there was no better way to turn sod. I was quite aware of them as little kid; they
were not uncommon in Iowa back then, especially on farms. I later found a Gravely dealer in the
early seventies, and inhaled the brochure. That was during the time that they still had their own
engine 7. I own a BCS tiller Italy , which in its configuration is quite similar to the Gravely, with
all-gear drive. I used to have a sickle-blade attachment when I had a 2 acre lot; I let the grass
grow and go to seed, then mow it down so effortlessly; could have baled it. I see a John Deere
rear-engine riding mower in the same picture as the Crown Vic, probably my favorite riding
mower-smooth riding, and quieter and cooler as the engine was behind you. But they connected
to a chain that ran down and ran the drive wheel. You sat on a pan seat with your legs straddled
over the engine. Quite crude, but it cut grass and, when you were a teenager,was better than
walking. With a hitch on the back, you could attach a little trailer and haul apples or feed to the
4-H calves. Big limitation was there was no adjustment for height, no gauge wheels, and if you
hit a gopher hole you gouged a good bit of the lawn. Not quite as tough, maybe, as the old Cub
Cadets, but we were green tractor people, and that was a sweet tractor. Made me curious; so I
hopped over to the Kohler engine site. The advantage was, for a few hundred bucks, you could
quickly re-power your old new-style Gravely walk-behind. Last forever. Maybe a Huffy Big-Mow?
They all looked the same.. Great commentary and photos by Paul, nice job! Very good point
about folks wanting to recreate their youth in restoring these machines. You do attach an
emotional attachment to these things, thus we are loathe to trader her in on a new Simplicity. No
recollection of the brand, but it was a tracklayer, with a single track. I think it was derived from a
motorcycle. Not a riding mower, mercifully. The picture was of a single track machine, no
recollection if it had a steering wheel or if it used tiller handles. There seem to be a bunch of
walk-behind tractors of that vintage, but not too many people bothered with tracks. A search on
Bing showed one collector who has a half-dozen of the tracked beasts; no pictures,
unfortunately. Love this piece Paul. My and apparently lots of others here interests definitely
span from classic automotive to classic mechanized lawn and garden. There seems to be
growing interest in this area as more and more people are recalling and acquiring the yard
machines they remember from years past. They were actually pretty well made for Sears by
Roper, I believe , and quite robust machines. But, for me, nothing beats the older IH era, which
was pre Cub Cadets. I still use a late IH Cub Cadet to maintain my property. This thing just
keeps going and going and is built like a tank. Cast iron front axle, shaft drive, transaxle derived
from an actual farm tractor. Kinda sad actuallyâ€¦. David Lynch did a really nice job with this. A
truly touching film. We still get some of the Honda and tractors in the shop every season. Talk
about incredibly overbuilt and over-engineered! The water cooled twin in those makes your
average Briggs and Stratton or Kohler powerplant look positively stone age and pathetic. They
last just shy of forever, but when they break down, they break down big time. I had some doubts
as to the authenticity of that. The first video was the best, IMO:. Not to mention with all the
emission controls used today, it takes 26HP to accomplish what a 14HP model used to. Not sure
how it happened â€” in the s, MTD was a very-small newcomer. For years afterwards, I never

saw any others. I saw a vintage Cub Cadet very much like the one in pic 9. Skip to to see the
spin cycle take off. Clothes are almost dry when the unit shuts off thanks to an incredible 1, rpm
spin cycle! Most top-loader spin cycles average around rpm. Yes: my bucket list includes a
washing machine. Each of the major motor companies diversified at some point; often what
they moved into and when, depended on the economy and the whims of management. GM was
into locomotives; refrigeration, including home appliances. Ford was into ag equipment, moving
onto the edge of the lawn-tractor field. Chrysler, meantime, got involved with outboard motors
and boatbuilding; and their Airtemp subsidiary moved into home air conditioning. AMC bought
Kaiser Jeep and Wheel Horse; and fifteen years earlier, Studebaker bought, using Lark profits, a
whole satchel of businesses â€” the only central feature they had was that they were for sale.
But GM, being invincible as they seemedâ€¦during their Golden Age, they felt no need to
diversify. Electro-Motive was purchased as a startup company, not long after GM itself came
into being; and probably the only reason GM hung onto it is that from the mids to the mids it
was the world leader in railroad locomotive manufacture. Interesting info: thanks! Not to
mention the tons and tons of component manufacturers that GM owned too, almost every piece
in a GM car except the tires was made by some GM company, from the light bulbs to the wheel
bearings. I have a local handyman I use from time to timeâ€¦ who seems to need money from
time to time. No cigarette lighter, but I do have plans drawn up to attach my Pep Boys cup beer
holder to the right side of the hood. Thats about a , give or take a year. Thats a Briggs 14HP,
Correct? Your valves may be out of adjustmentâ€¦. I drove a Bolens very similar to the one at
the top one summer when I was helping out at a Northern Ontario resort my family used to stay
at. We used it mainly to deliver firewood and pick up garbage from the cottages, and it seemed
to run forever. When we visit the in-laws I usually cut their huge lawn for them with a much
larger and newer Craftsman. Nice pictures. I want to thanked all of you for the helpful post. Does
it have any ID label anywhere? Do you wanna sell it. IDK what it is but I had one almost like that.
We turned it into a racing mower and sold it. I wanna build one for myself now and that was a
very fast and tough mower. You can call or text My name is Mitch. Thanks for your time. All I
have is pics for now. They were widely sold under the Dynamark name. I have a snapper rider
lawn mower. Looking to sell it. Live in New Jersey any reasonable offers will get it. If interested
email me back. Needing one to complete my restoration. Phone I used to have an older sears
like the on in the picture above but sold it to my uncle. Lots of nice tractors. Interestingly I
notice the absence of Case lawn tractors. And yes, I still have it. I put an ad or two on Craigslist
each year to try to find one of these mytical tractor collectors to buy it. It runs and cuts well but
has a problem when turning. The back drive axel is straight no differential and it pushes straigh
forward when turning. I took out a key on the back axel to assist in turning. I am not sure if the
front wheels are original. I would appreciate any information or help if you can. This makes me
feel a little sad.. I run a small lawn care business, and am the last person in the state
commercially using a Wheel Horse.. Everything in the fleet is pre I have 19 runs on my
schedule.. All of my machines are fully restored.. Both being an old Sears Suburban. And they
were minor.. And the best part? I love the feeling of making something good out of nothing.. Oh,
yeah. I love to see the old stuff.. Good post! I am trying to find out in estimate on s- s john deere
lawn mowers can someone please help me. Can anyone identify this ride on mower? It is a 4
foot cut with 3 blades, it has an 18hp Briggs and Straton motor, a heal toe operation for forward
and reverse, an aluminium trans axle, a fiberglass bonnet and the original color was a slightly
lighter green than in the photos. There were never any stickers or identification on the mower. I
have had this mower for many years but have never seen another like it and no one can identify
it. Hey there got any idea what kind of mower this is in the picture? Thanks for the feedback
Spence, The instrument panel is also fibreglass and the steel is all flat heavy sheet folded
punched and welded not pressed light metal. It is professionally built and extremely strong.
Anyone with pictures of one or any info please post. It would be great to see one again. Picture
is not mine. It says Was it a Rugg, if not? Thanks for the photo. After the Root, he bought a
Massey Ferguson 8. Great machine with shaft driven blades. Wish I could find something
designed like that today. Hate that motors no longer horiz sideways as most brand 1st models
were. Do you have a brief idea what it might be worth. Thank you -Blaine. What if i told you i
have a zero turn rider just about as old at the Fairbanks-Morse that you have with a 2 cylinder
Wisconsin on it i will have to get a pic off it may be you can help me i. I have a continental
garden tractor. It has a cast iron hood. I would like to know more about it. I have not saw any
others like mine. I also do not know what year it or anything that about it. What is it worth? I am
looking for a good gas cap that will fit a sears suburban lawn and garden tractor, thought you
might have one. I bought this little tractor and it had been sitting out in the weather and need
much repair. I am slowly restoring it. I am looking for a s to mid s sickle bar attachment for a
Troy built 8 hp. Anyhelp would be greatly appreciated. Contact me at Above listed email thank

you. A phone number will be provided if you so desire. Runs great! Amazing design for home
made. Video on my Facebook page of it running and more pics. Scott Cason. Hello, I just got
married and my father in law fixed up a Snapper riding mower for my wedding present. It is a
beauty! Does anyone know of any clubs that specialize in Snapper mowers or vintage mowers?
Her dad fixed it up for me with a new motor, new paint job, and decals on the front and back.
Please give the location by email. Please send info to my email Thanks. Yes it does. He needs to
get rid of it all. I had to take his phone number off this post, because he was getting inundated
with calls for free advice. Can you give some prices of some of the 60s and 70s tractors. Im
thinking about going in business of building and selling racing mowers and these years work
great. Thanks and I can receive photos and prices via text. Thanks, Mitch. Do you still have
one? Also, I saw a small red garden tractor with a front end loader. Do you still have it? What
would you want for them? Hi, do you have any of the mowers still left? I am looking for one with
a front end loader. Does anyone know who made an industrial lawn tractor whose drive shaft
was part number ? Date on it says Hi I found your web site somehow. What a great place!! Love
the pics.. I am so hoping you can find a used Drag Link for my ol hand me down Murray lawn
tractor. I rewired it and got it running but the ball joints keep falling out of the socket no matter
how many hacks I try. So I am so hoping you can help me. Please help!! Anyone ever seen one
of these? Pull start in the dash board and a 5 hp Briggs. It runs and cuts great and would be fun
for a kid to play with, of course the child would have to be 18, wear a helmet, safety glasses and
ear protection. Wow, I miss the old days! Where is your lawn tractor used yard located please?
Can someone send me info of someone in my driving area. Thanks Ernie. Where is this guy at?!
I want to check this out. Someone please send me an email of the location if you can. Imagine
my surprise when I saw the opening picture with the faded Ford lawn tractor! The two were
identical except for color, graphics decals and front ends. There were not many engine
enclosed lawn tractors in when I did the Industrial Design work that created the look for these
almost twins. The side panel was symmetrical along its horizontal center line; therefore allowing
the same dies to stamp out both sides. That tooling cost savings sold the design to both
Jacobsen and Ford. Thanks for sharing! You all are so lucky. I got stuck with a beat up old
White Stores push mower. When I moved out suddenly our yard was big enough for a riding
mower! Same with the TV. When I moved out, suddenly they bought a remote control TV. Man
was I abused. I feel your pain, when I moved out, my folks bought a new small tractor and new
trucks. Reading this article made me go digging for the attached picture. In April , I was 4
months away from my 5th birthday. By the look on my face you can tell I was enjoying every
minute of it. Anyone with knowledge of the manufacturer of this mower, let me know. Just for
the record, I gave up wearing cowboy hats many decades ago. I can deliver them. I havent seen
any thing about General Electric Elec Trac tractors. High maintainance. Recently ran across this
mower and it was so unique, I had to purchase it. I have no clue who is the manufacture is, but
did find a Toro Mfg Co sticker on it. Toro wants a serial number and that is gone from sticker.
Can anyone identify it for me. This site is really good for viewing old iron. A buddy of mine
found it out by the curb and gave it to me. Its getting really hard to find this old stuff anymore.
Anyone ever hear of a roof lariat I found a old paper ad. Once from Any info will be appreciated.
Do have a steering kit for a roper yard tractor model ythcr? Your email address will not be
published. Notify me of follow-up comments by email. Notify me of new posts by email. This site
uses Akismet to reduce spam. Learn how your comment data is processed. Inside the fence, its
a bit of a jumble. A colorful collection of garden tractors, featuring a wide range of styling
gimmicks. Gem Whitman. Posted May 18, at PM. Paul Niedermeyer. I assume so, since they
made a huge variety of products. What were they used on? Posted May 19, at AM. Posted May
19, at PM. Give the flatheads notorious cooling issues; I wonder how big the radiator and fan
were? Will Robinson. Posted April 1, at AM. Gail Warfield. Posted May 13, at AM. Thank you
Gail. Posted April 8, at PM. Jim Grey. That looks like a solid machine; old school Cub Cadet.
Gear drive, or hydrostatic? Models that end in an odd number are hydrostatic. Posted May 14, at
AM. I have a wheelhorse lawn mower if intetest contact my e- mail make offer. Cartoon stolen
from the New Yorker. Mike George. This is from my phone:. Lynne Vogt. I scored a mini galaxy
takes good shots but I cant upload them yet. Sammy B. It really had a cigarette lighter on a lawn
tractor? Posted May 20, at AM. Mark in Maine. But, I guess, memories of Gravely are slipping
over the horizon as well. Wheel Horse, of course. Damn yer right I used one of those awesome
weapons cut anything where are they. Posted July 5, at PM. Michael Notigan. Alvin Straight
would have smiled at this articleâ€¦.. Red County Pete. A Struck Mini-Dozer? Edward Mann. Hey
Niedermeyer, how would you like some pics of an I6 powered AC? Yeah, MTD kinda cornered
the market on that stuff. Tom Klockau. So did GM ever build anything lawn-care related? They
built the old oven in my house as well as my ultimate dream washing machines. No, to the
question. Eric VanBuren. Alexander of Hollywood. Posted May 20, at PM. Posted May 22, at PM.

Michael Coward. Posted June 6, at PM. Simplicity mower parts. Posted August 5, at AM. Darren
Smith. Posted September 16, at PM. Who made this? Posted April 25, at PM. Posted September
17, at AM. One more for good measure. Torre Merry. Posted October 30, at PM. I was wondering
where you was located? It says right in the article: Eugene Oregon. The phone number is on his
sign; area code Posted November 5, at PM. I collect only odd mowers, but im from southern
Indiana. Danny Roberts. Posted April 9, at AM. Ronald L Rhodes. Posted November 11, at PM.
Posted January 4, at PM. Nick Woodward. Posted February 3, at AM. Mark E. Posted February
12, at PM. Tony E. Thank you, Tony E. Posted July 16, at PM. Posted July 19, at AM. Posted July
29, at AM. Gary Watson. Posted July 29, at PM. Posted September 6, at PM. Posted September
13, at PM. Phil Lyons. Posted October 9, at PM. Posted October 10, at PM. Blaine Simkins.
Posted December 5, at PM. Daniel Clark. Posted December 14, at PM. Posted January 15, at PM.
Posted March 15, at PM. Dave P. Posted May 8, at PM. Posted June 27, at AM. Posted July 6, at
AM. Steve Frank. Posted October 1, at AM. Andrew Small. Posted October 17, at PM. Donald
patton. Posted February 15, at AM. Posted April 5, at PM. Posted May 6, at PM. Dave Gardner.
Posted July 2, at PM. Posted July 8, at PM. Posted October 5, at PM. Scott Perratti. Posted June
18, at PM. Bill Pearce. Posted August 20, at PM. Oscar Lomeli. Posted September 11, at PM. Can
you tell me about this toy given to me to restore as a gift. Bob Leonard. Posted October 8, at
AM. Posted March 21, at PM. Austin Walker. Posted April 6, at AM. Dennis F. Posted April 7, at
AM. Guy Ulrich. Posted May 9, at AM. Posted April 7, at PM. A lawn tractor, completely
overgrown with grass and weeds. Love it!! Don Page. Posted April 9, at PM. Cody Graham.
Posted April 13, at AM. Posted June 1, at AM. Posted September 25, at PM. Posted October 7, at
PM. Posted December 15, at AM. Posted May 21, at PM. Posted September 3, at PM. Posted
March 23, at PM. Leave a Reply Cancel reply Your email address will not be published. American
Brands: GM. American Brands: Ford. American Brands: Chrysler. Automotive Histories and
Misc. Asian Brands. UK Brands. Australian Brands. European Brands. Trucks, Pickups and
Vans. Motorcycles, Trikes, Bicycles. Engines, Transmissions and other Tech. RVs, Motorhomes,
Trailers, Campers. Avatars by Sterling Adventures. Copyright - Curbside Classics. All Rights
Reserved. For bigger yards, you need bigger mowers. And for the best and biggest mowers and
tractors, you need Sears Hometown Stores. With numerous yard tractors, zero turn tractors,
lawn
chiltons manual pdf
3 wire float switch wiring diagram
allison transmission manual pdf
tractors and garden tractors to choose from, you can find the perfect riding lawn mower for the
largest of yards. Turn your yard into a beautiful landscape with a Craftsman riding mower or
navigate your way through any property with power, precision and performance, using a
Husqvarna zero turn riding mower. Even trim the grass in your smaller lawn areas with one of
our push mowers and lawn mowers from other collections. Additionally, at Sears Hometown
Stores you can save a bundle on your lawn tractor and mower and not have to compromise on
quality. Here you can view personal customer reviews and buy a riding mower that you know
will last. Shop today for all the best mower and tractor now! Javascript is disabled on your
browser. To view this site, you must enable JavaScript or upgrade to a JavaScript-capable
browser. Your search - - did not match any products Suggestions: Make sure all words are
spelled correctly. Try different keywords. Try more general keywords. Compare Products Hide.

